Ultima Megève
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Nestled in the Demi-Quartier area of the famous ski station in the French Alps, Ultima Megève, which
offers a breathtaking view on the Mont-Blanc, presents the perfect place for a discrete, luxury retreat to
the mountainside.
This beautiful chalet is found in close proximity to the near-by ski lifts. Composed of two ultra luxurious
chalets, these incredible traditional stone and wooden properties, span an area of 1,500m² to offer
everything you could possibly desire, and more…
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To peak the level of luxury, the
helicopter transfer from Geneva
airport is organized by the
concierge and with a heliport on
site, guests are able to arrive on the
doorstep.
Guests can make use of the 24/7
in-resort driver service, to access
skiing on both sides of the valley,
with the Jaillet and Princesse ski lifts
only an approximate 7 minute drive
away from the chalets.
Ultima Collection is a unique
property collection with luxury
design and services from hotels,
residences, and villas to spas, and
private clinics, across the hottest
locations in Europe. From the sea,
to the mountains, to the lake of
Geneva, Ultima Collection offers all
sorts of experiences to please all
our guests’ desires.
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In total, Ultima Megeve hosts up to 18 guests. The perfect harmony between woods and precious
metals, bespoke furniture, leather, natural materials and marble touches create a cosy and ultraluxurious atmosphere.
All contributes to this absolute comforting feeling of being at home. With a gentle mix of contemporary
lines and traditional architecture, the chalets possess a harmonious combination of bespoke furniture,
items decorated in beige and black, prestigious textiles and the most astonishing marble for the ensuite bath or shower room in each bedroom.
The chalets offer all the same 5 starred services of the Ultima brand. Throughout the duration of their
stay, guests benefit indeed from all on-site staff to ensure an unforgettable retreat. From concierge to
the best chefs of the region, and all other housekeeping chores, the staff at Ultima Megève comes with
experience from the best hotels.
With a Spa with swimming pool, hammam, fitness, hairdresser space and massage rooms, wine cellar,
cinema, private nightclub, games room, Ultima Megève offers all services and equipment necessary to
enjoy an extraordinary experience.

